Title

Author

I loved it because...

Your name

The Unwanteds

Lisa McMann

l like this becasue theirs alot of action and theirs
cliff hangers

A.J. F.

Fast Break

Mike Lupica

The boy in the book has a very sad story then his
life becomes good.

Carter S.

Spy School

Stuart Gibbs

I like that it weas an adventure mystery.

Lucas W.

Stupid Fast

Geoff Herbach

It has a teen-like perspective.

Makayla Z.

The One

Kiera Cass

I love the whole series of the Selection but the
book The One is my favorite.

Brynn A.

Project Paper Doll

Stacey Kade

It has a lot of action and romance

Mikayla C.

the 5th Wave

Rick Yancey

Super fun read.

Simon S.

Mocking Jay

Susan Collins

Cliff hanger and exciting.

Josie W.

Mocking Jay

Susan Collins

Verry crazy and funn

Michael N.

The Hunger Games

Susan Collins

exciting

Caitlin C.

Maximum Ride

James Patterson

Action Packed and fun to read

Alex B.

Prisoner B-3087

Alan Gratz

It was interesting and dramatic

Carson H.

My Life as a Cartoonist

Janet Tashjian

Fun and entertaining story.

Kyle W.

Off Road Racing

A.T. Mckenne

you learn about cars

Kody M.

Rain Reign

Ann Martin

Very exciting different things happening at
different times

Sophia R.

Ashes

Ilsa Bick

Fun,very action packed read

Conner M.

The Zodiac Legacy

Stan Lee

It's very action based and has some funny
moments

Cayden L

Lockwood & Co.

Jonathan Stroud

It was very mysterious and alwaays leaves cliff
hangers after every chapter.

Abby F.

The Asylum

Madeline, Roux

A very interesting mystery where you begin to
question the narator.

Gavin N.

Horses of the Dawn: The
Escape

Kathryn Lasky

I loved this book because it made me feel what
the characters are feeling.

Naomi P.

Counting by 7's

Holly Sloan

Off beat and unlike any other story, very deep
and a complicacated mystery

Taylor D.

The Hero's Guide to
Saving Your Kingdom

Christopher Healy

This book had very good humor and gave a
whole new look to classic fairytale classics.

Alyssa J.

Hunger Games

Suzanne Collins

I liked this because there was always a lot of
action and tension and suspense. This book has
many plot twists and it really interested me.

Jenna H.

Testing Series

Joelle Charbonneau

Action is why I liked it.

Amanda B.

Title

Author

I loved it because...

Your name

Football Then to Wow!

Shachin Shenolikar

I loved it because it had to do with all of the past
and present things of football.

Tanner C.

Deep and Dark and
Dangerous

Mary Hahn

I liked it because there was tension.

Danielle A.

Prisoner B3087

Alan Gratz

I liked it bacause it will get you feeling about the
life of those people during that time.

Camden P.

Selection

Keira Cass

It never got boring and there was never a slow
part.

Meadow L.

Ashfall

Mike Mullin

It had a lot of action.

Landen S.

School of Charm

Lisa Ann Scott

I love this book because it is inspirational and fun
to read.

Lexi K.

Secrets, Lies, and Algebra

Wendy Lichtman

It referred to math and was very interesting.

Faith E.

First Team

Tim Green

I liked it because it was about football and the
story has a good plot line

Dylan M.

Witch and Wizard Series

James Patterson

I loved it because it kept you interested through
the whole series.

Lydia F.

Joelle Charbonneau

Fast-ish pace throughout the whole book. I could
not put the book down. Keeps you awake all the
way to the cliffhanging ends.

Haley M.

Ilsa J. Bick

Lit Connections got me hooked on the first. The
cliffhanger made me want to go on.
Warning:Violent, Gory.

Haley M.

Harry Potter series

JK Rowling

Its a great series of books that sent you took a
wonderful place were magic comes real. Some
wizards/wiches are good, and others are evil.

Bekah F.

Into The Grey

Celine Kiernan

This book ia great if you like mystery books.As
the story unfolds, it leaves you wanting more.

Liliana S.

The Fault In Our Stars

JohnGreen

I really liked this book because it was a great
story and I never wanted to put the book down.

Avery P.

When you Reach Me

Rebecca, Stead

Has a very good problem to the story.

Kevin S.

City Of Ember

Jeanne DuPrau

This book is really good right now because it has
a lot of mysteries and things that people can
solve

London G.

I Survived Series

Lauren Tarshis

Better Nate Than Ever

Tim Federle

I like this book because you really have no clue
what's gonna happen next.

Jacob D.

Divergent

Veronica Roth

A really deep book. Action Packed

Haley M.

The Raft

Bodeen, S.A.

This is a tropical survival book that has almost a
supernatural twist at the end.

Miss Wiemer

The Testing Series

Ashes series

Gavin C.

Title

Author

I loved it because...

Your name

The Fault In Our Stars

John Green

Sad and funny mixed into one epic ride

Haley M.

Eragon

Christopher Poalini

An adventure across a made up world to defeat
an evil king

Maximum Ride

James Patterson

It was a very interesting science fiction book.

Skylar C.

The Enemy books

Charlie Higson

It was a very good book

Ethan M.

The Lord of The Rings

J.R.R Tolkein

An interesting Sci-Fi novel with lots of adventure
and action. Many battles and deatails that are
very enjoyable.

Ryan V.

Witch and Wizard

James Patterson

It had alot of sudden changes and a lot of
adventure.

Stupid fast

Geoff Herbach

I Funny series

James Patterson

I really liked thise book becuase is you read the
whole series it becomes very interesting.

Addi W.

Summer B.
Hannah D,

The Selection series

Kiera Cass

I love this book because it pulls in the reader. It
also is a romantic Sci-Fi novel althogh they are
huge cliff-hangers its a truly amazing novel

Among The Hidden

Margaret Haddix

I think it was a good book because, they were a
lot of mysties in it.

The Running Dream

I Think it was a good book because it is a good
story about a girl who lost a leg and she got to
Wendelin Van Draane run again. It is very interesting

Carly S.

John Grisham

I think that the Theodore Boon series is a very
good book series because there is always a new
twist and turn in the book. Something new always
comes out of something new.

Aiden B.

Lois Lowry

I love it because it talks about the future and what
and how the goverment is and how socitey is
down.

Benjamin.J

Legend (Series)

Marie Lu

I love it becuase, it was very action packed with
many very great plot twists and made teh
characters really stick with you. But, when you
are all done you will feel like you were in the book
with the characters.

James T.

warriors (series

erin hunter

it was sad and full of fights

dominic.p

diary of a wimpy kid
(series)

jeff kidney

it is a funny and awesome book

Hunter B.

Stranded

Melinda Braun

I like this book ecause it is full of mysteries, you
dont know what's going to happen next

Jason.Z

The Theodore Boone
Series

The giver

Title
Drums, Girls, and
Dangerous Pie

Author

I loved it because...

It is such a moving book. The characters are very
realistic, and the storyline hooked me from
Sonnenblick, Jordan chapter one.

Your name

Mrs. Laplander

Pegasus

Kate O'Hearn

There is a lot of action and it has Greek
mythology. I also like that the author switches
between people.

The Heroes of
Olympus(series)

Rick Riordan

It is full of funny stuff and action.

KeenanS

The Selection Series

Keira Cass

(This is a girl book) It has action, romance, drama
and humor all throughout the series.

Emma S

Guinness World Record
Book 2016

It was very interesting, it offered great facts about
Guiness World Recor this year, and it is also a great time waster.

Aidan R.

Darkness Rising Series

Kelley Armstrong

I loved this series because they are full of tension
and they always have something new happening.

Kaydence S.

Warrior Cats

Erin Hunter

I love this series because it involves cats.

Julia D.

A series of unfortunate
events

Lemony Snicket

I thought the book was action packed

Tony T

Bad kitty

Nick bruel

I loved it because it's an easy read and because
it gets me caught into it.

JocelynT.

Where the Sidewalk ends

Shel Silverstein

It is super funny and it is easy to read. It has
hilarious poems and short reads.

Kaydence K

A Series of Unfortunate
Events

Lemony Snicket

It's a great series and it's interesting to read.

Mason K

Switch

Ingrid Law

It is the second book in the savvy series

Chris H

The Harry Potter series

J.K Rowling

You always want to read more, and they are just
so interesting and you enter a world of magic.

Aaron H.

Harry Potter Series

J.K. Rowling

I just love it.

Nina K.

The Fire Eternal

Chris D'Lacey

I think the book is interesting because of the clay
dragons that come to life.

Anthony F.

Out Of My Mind

Sharon Draper

I loved this book because it was realistic fiction. I
also loved the book because it involved bullying.

Carly W.

The Best Of Me

Nicholas Sparks

It was just a very interesting book and it had a lot
of emotions.

Kera R.

Paige Mackinzie

I loved it because it was mysterious and full of
detail and it was very adventurous. Also it is a
series and then I can read more.

Sophia S.

Joseph Delaney

I liked it because it had mythical characters. Also
it was a bout a farm boy that turned into a
wizard's apprentice.

Nathan R.

The haunting Of Sunshine
Girl
The last apprentice the
curse of the bane

Paul B

Title

Author

I loved it because...

Your name

Carl Hiaasen

I love these books because when the author
wrote them he made me feel like I was with the
characters. I also loved all of the action that I got
from the books.

Elizabeth S.

I love it because the main character is a goalie in
it takes place though the goalie eyes.

Dylan S.

R.L Stine

I like these books because They are fastinating
and I like the way the author rights them. The
conflict is also always interesting because It cool
how the main characters get rid of the monster in
the different books.

Zachary.L

Suzanne Collins

I really loved the book because there was a lot of
intense scenes. For example when Katness first
entered the arena everyone was racing to get to
the weapons and people were already dead at
that time from being killed by others. It was super
exciting for me because I couldn't stop reading it
and another part I liked was when Katness was
fighting that crazy girl that was on someone's
team and then that black guy came up and
stabbed the girl and said to Katness that she was
lucky. He only helped Katness because Katness
took care of rue and at least tried to save her
from getting killed.

Gwendolyn W.

Deep And Dark And
Dangerous

Mary Downing hahn

I loved Deep and Dark and Dangerous because it
was pretty scary, the girls in the book seems very
real. Sissy, the girl that supposedly died in the
lake turned into a ghost and would 'pretend' to be
real. Sissy would play with Ally which is one of
the girls. Ally never seemed suspicious of Sissy
so she would follow what Sissy would do like how
a sister is little and would follow what your big
sister does. They took a summer vacation to a
lake with a creepy cabin that the mother and aunt
used to go to when they were kids. This book
seemed very detailed with what they're saying
and it seems very real and scary.

Kayla S

Scat, Flush, Chomp.
Almost Home. The Night
Gardener.

This books all have drama, suspense, and
mystery in them. They were/are good reads and
Carl Hiaasen. Joan B they teach you life lessons.

Allyson Biel

The savvy series, the
guardians of ga'hool
series, deep blue series,
and Harry Potter series.

There are more I love that mostly have adventure
and suspense. Those books have a lot of
adventure and there are a lot of problems in
Ingrid Law, Kathryn L those books. They were also interesting.

Anna P

The Hidden Summer

Gin Phillips

Scat,Flush, and Chomp
Chief honor

Goose Bumps

Hunger games

Sigmund Brouwer

These kids in the book just want a break so the
get one and leave home.

Alicya C.

Title

Author

Ruined and House if Dark
Shadows(series)

Ruined has a lot of action and has a mysterious
plot line. It is about a family that moves to the
house and realizes that they are many doors that
Paula Morris and Rob lead to different places, try to rescue their mother.

Scat,Flush, and Chomp

Carl Hiaasen

I loved it because...

I love these books because when the author
wrote them he made me feel like I was with the
characters. I also loved all of the action that I got
from the books.

Your name

Elizabeth, E.T.

Elizabeth S.

